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As usual, however, it didn’t feel like it 
was all plain sailing. During the period, 
investment markets had to digest a 
wide range of different issues and 
events including Hong Kong democracy 
demonstrations, climate change activism, 
Fonterra making sizable write-downs, 
Boris Johnson becoming UK prime 
minister, drone attacks on Saudi Arabian 
oil fields, and the US president potentially 
being impeached. 

However, no matter how 
important each event seemed at 
the time (and in isolation), by the 
end of the period most developed 
share markets had taken them all 
in their stride.

As a result, New Zealand, Australian, 
USA, European, UK and Japanese share 
markets all delivered positive returns for 
the quarter. Once again it highlights that 
the link between news headlines and 
investment returns is nowhere near as 
strong as the media would like us 
to believe.    

The growing concern during the quarter 
was widespread apprehension about 
global growth prospects. Economic 
growth remains positive everywhere, but 
forward growth indicators are weak and 
the rate of growth in many countries is 
expected to decline. Some events, like 
the ongoing trade war between USA and 
China, are doing little to contradict 
this view. 

On its own, a slowdown in growth is far 
from a catastrophe, but central banks tend 
not to like slowdowns. They worry that 
if a slowdown becomes too ingrained, it 
could possibly lead to something worse, 
like a recession. 

Recessions are business cycle contractions 
that last at least six months - sometimes 
longer - and typically exhibit a decline in 
economic activity affecting production, 
growth and employment. They are 
generally not appealing conditions 
for businesses (as spending falls), or 
consumers (as incomes tend to be flat and 
unemployment rates generally go up). 

Since central banks are tasked with 
avoiding such things, they try to be 
proactive. The best mechanism at 
their disposal is to encourage increased 
spending and investment by lowering 
interest rates. During the third quarter of 
2019, that’s exactly what we saw. With the 
aim of breathing more life into a decade-
old economic expansion, many countries 
decided to help stimulate activity in their 
local economies by cutting interest rates.  

USA and Australia both cut rates by 
0.25% in July, and both followed up with 
a further 0.25% cut in September/early 
October respectively. In late August, the 
US 10-year Treasury yield even briefly 
dipped below the prevailing US 2-year 
Treasury yield. This inversion (where 
shorter duration yields are higher than 
longer duration yields) is unusual and has 
since corrected. Some commentators 
point to an inversion as an indicator of a 
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future recession. While that’s certainly 
not a guaranteed outcome, it does, at a 
minimum, signify pessimism amongst bond 
investors.         

New Zealand joined the party by 
surprising the market with a 0.50% rate 
cut in early August, while the European 
Central Bank also cut rates by 0.10% in 
September (perhaps more notable given 
their interest rates were already negative), 
and announced a new bond buying 
programme as an additional stimulatory 
measure.    

In this environment, bond yields declined 
markedly over the quarter and this was 
generally very positive for bond returns 
(because when yields on existing bonds 
fall, their prices rise).

Looking ahead, what all of this 
might mean for investors is mixed.

Lower interest rates reduce the future 
returns we can expect from cash, bonds 
and term deposits. In fact, that’s the 
continuation of a longer term trend. 
A dozen years ago, when six month term 
deposit rates in New Zealand averaged 
7.8% and inflation averaged 2.4%, 
adopting an investment strategy built 
around term deposit investing may have 
been a valid approach. But today, with 
six month term deposits averaging just 
2.7% and inflation running at 1.7%, you 
can quickly see how returns have been 
squeezed as interest rates have fallen. 

If an investor was taxed at 17.5% in each 
scenario, then after deducting tax and 
inflation, the real return from adopting a 
six month term deposit strategy has fallen 
from 4.04% to 0.53% in just 12 years. In 
other words, the real inflation-adjusted 
income of such a strategy has fallen by 
almost 90%. 

Whilst this would be bad news for 
someone reliant solely on investment 

in fixed interest assets, the news for 
diversified investors continues to be 
much better. Low interest rates mean 
low borrowing costs, and this is generally 
regarded as being positive for riskier 
assets, such as equities. 

Perhaps this is reflected in the recent 
performance of the New Zealand share 
market1. The very long run average return 
of the New Zealand share market is a 
little under 10% per annum. However, its 
annualised return over the last six years to 
end September 2019 – a period of much 
lower interest rates – has been 16.3% 
per annum. 

While we shouldn’t attribute all of this 
extra return to the lower interest rate 
environment, it’s difficult to imagine it 
hasn’t at least had a positive influence. Of 
course, investing in shares brings higher 
risks and investors, as always, need to 
balance their return requirements against 
their willingness and capacity for risk.

We cannot predict the future or when 
the issues currently facing markets will 
all be resolved. But one thing we can 
be completely sure of is that when the 
prevailing issues are finally resolved, new 
issues will have emerged to take their 
place. As investors, we should try not to 
be too distracted by the new headlines, 
as most will have little direct bearing on a 
well-diversified investment portfolio. 

Instead, we should take comfort 
in the resilience of global markets 
and focus on the things that we 
can control – developing and 
maintaining a long term investment 
strategy, keeping costs low, and 
taking appropriate and persistent 
exposures to sources of higher 
long term expected returns. 

And that’s exactly what Synergy 
does every day. 

1 S&P/NZX 50 Index (gross with imputation credits)
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+5.58%

AUSTRALIAN SHARES  
The Australian share market delivered another gain with the 
S&P/ASX 200 appreciating by +2.37% in AUD. There was 
relatively low dispersion by market capitalisation with the large 
caps (S&P/ASX 100: +2.48%) just behind the small caps (S&P/
ASX Small Ordinaries +3.11%). The two consumer sectors 
led the way with consumer staples advancing +11.56% led 
by Woolworths Group, and consumer discretionary gaining 
+8.20% led by Bunnings’ owner Wesfarmers. Communications 
services and materials were both down, the latter feeling the 
pinch from a potential slowdown in China in particular. Returns 
to unhedged New Zealand investors were enhanced by a 
relatively strong Australian dollar. Source: S&P/ASX 200 Index 
(total return)

�
+0.77%

INTERNATIONAL FIXED INTEREST  
The September end quarter delivered increasingly 
accommodative monetary policy from most central banks 
leading to a decline in yields across the board. The US Federal 
Reserve cut rates twice through the quarter contributing 
to a 0.35% reduction in the US 10-year yield. This key rate 
temporarily dipped below that of the 2-year bond signifying 
the first ‘yield curve inversion’ since the GFC. Yield curve 
inversions have been linked with recessions in the past and 
this was a common talking point for journalists during August 
(although unsurprisingly not accompanied by a discussion of the 
frequency of false positives). The European Central Bank also 
made increasingly supportive policy decisions including a restart 
of the quantitative easing programme. The 10-year German 
Government Bond yield fell 0.24% to finish even deeper in 
negative territory at -0.57%. UK and Australia also saw falling 
yields, with the latter making two rounds of rate cuts through 
the quarter, while the Bank of England held steady at 0.75%. 
In this declining yield environment fixed income investors 
benefited, and returns were generally higher for exposures with 
longer duration or more corporate credit exposure. The FTSE 
World Government Bond Index 1-5 Years (hedged to NZD) 
gained +0.77% in the quarter and Bloomberg Barclays Global 
Aggregate Bond Index (hedged to NZD) rose +2.47%. Source: 
FTSE World Government Bond Index 1-5 Years (hedged to NZD)

�
+2.23%

NEW ZEALAND FIXED INTEREST  
On 7 August the Reserve Bank of New Zealand (RBNZ) 
lowered the Official Cash Rate (OCR) to 1.00%; a surprise 
0.50% reduction. Consistent with the rhetoric in May, the 
change was driven by concerns about the weaker global growth 
outlook and the risks of ongoing subdued growth in New 
Zealand. Local bond investors benefitted from the reduction in 
yields, with the New Zealand A Grade Corporate Bond Index 
returning +2.23% for the quarter. At the RBNZ’s 25 September 
meeting (where the OCR was held at 1.00%), they reinforced 
their intention to make further cuts to support the New Zealand 
economy if needed, and the market is currently pricing a high 
chance of another rate cut as soon as November. Source: S&P/
NZX A Grade Corporate Bond Index

�
+1.37%

INTERNATIONAL SHARES  
Amid another quarter of ongoing uncertainty, most developed 
equity markets delivered more positive returns for investors. 
US-China trade relations regularly lurched from positive to 
negative, with a resolution remaining elusive. Through this, the 
US economy remained resilient with unemployment at just 
3.5%, a level not seen since the early 1970s. Accommodative 
monetary policy looks to support businesses (more on 
that below), although consumer confidence (a measure of 
consumers' intention to spend) did weaken. Ultimately the 
S&P 500 gained +1.70% through the quarter (in USD). Brexit 
continued to dominate headlines in the UK, with Boris Johnson 
replacing Theresa May as Prime Minister in late July. In his first 
speech as PM, Johnson promised the UK would leave the EU on 
31 October 2019 with or without a deal, proved Mr Johnsons 
commitment to Brexit, at all costs. The market’s reaction was for 
the FTSE 100 to gain 1%. In the face of such seemingly serious 
headwinds, this shows how the market had perhaps already 
priced the likely outcome of a no-deal Brexit some time ago. 
Europe also gained in the quarter with news of the European 
Central Bank restarting quantitative easing outweighing 
underwhelming economic data. The New Zealand dollar was 
weak through the quarter significantly enhancing returns in 
unhedged securities. Source: MSCI World ex-Australia Index (net div.)

 (hedged  
to NZD) 
+7.91% 

(unhedged)

�
+2.88%

EMERGING MARKETS SHARES  
Emerging market shares generally lagged their developed market 
counterparts in the quarter. China in particular (which accounts 
for over 30% of the index) was poor declining by -4.25% in local 
currency terms as US trade tariffs on $300 billion of goods took 
effect. The presence of a strong US dollar was also a headwind 
as many firms in emerging markets borrow in US dollars and any 
strength in that currency directly increases their interest costs (in 
local currency). Taiwan was the pick of emerging nations driven 
by strong performance from technology firms that represent a 
large portion of this economy. In aggregate, this asset class was 
negative in local currency terms however the relatively weak 
New Zealand dollar meant unhedged investors made gains. 
Source: MSCI Emerging Markets Index (gross div.)

�
+4.36%

NEW ZEALAND SHARES  
The New Zealand share market continued its strong returns 
with another positive quarter and is up almost +25% year to 
date. A combination of lower interest rates and reduced rate 
expectations continued to enhance the attractiveness of many 
of our domestic firms, with interest coming from both local 
and foreign investors. Kathmandu looks set to ride a wave of 
success with their takeover of Rip Curl helping advance their 
share price by over 44%. Fellow consumer discretionary 
company The Warehouse Group also enjoyed a strong quarter 
advancing +23% on the back of a surprise increase in profit. 
It was a difficult quarter for the dairy industry with Fonterra 
(-9%) announcing a net loss of $605m for the year which also 
impacted partner a2 Milk (-10%). Higher yielding sectors such as 
utilities and property did well with their stable dividends proving 
attractive in this lower interest rate environment. Source: S&P/
NZX 50 Index, gross with imputation credits 

Key Market Movements 

Unless otherwise specified, all returns are expressed in NZD.  We assume Australian shares and emerging market shares are invested on an unhedged basis, 
and therefore returns from these asset classes are susceptible to movement in the value of the NZD.



The World Cup of Investing

It’s been a banner year for 
New Zealand sport, with a world 
championship win in women’s 
netball, the narrowest of world 
cup losses in men’s cricket and 
an upcoming attempt by the All 
Blacks to win an historic third 
consecutive rugby world cup.

It’s fair to say that just as NZ punches 
above its weight in global sport, its share 
market has been an outperformer in 
recent years. But it’s also worth keeping 
a sense of perspective, both in terms of 
history and the size of the opportunity.

In sport, the women’s netball team, the 
Silver Ferns, waited 16 years to win the 
world cup, and then defeated Australia 
by just a single goal. Even the All Blacks, 

historically the world’s best rugby team, 
took 24 years to repeat their 1987 
world cup triumph.

NZ shares aren’t world beaters every year 
either. It’s true the Kiwi share market has 
been the developed world’s second-best 
performer in four of the past 10 years. In 
fact, it has posted positive annual returns 
for every year since the GFC.

But you only have to cast your mind 
back a little bit further to find years when 
the Kiwi market was a relative struggler. 
In 2000, it was the worst performing 
developed market in the world. In 2005 
and 2006, it was the third worst, albeit 
with positive returns.

If you go back even further, the NZ 
market was hit harder than most by the 
1987 crash and its aftermath. The market, 
as measured by the S&P/NZX All Index 

fell by nearly 50% in 1987 and did not turn 
cumulatively positive till nearly a decade 
later.

Such was the pain generated by the 1987 
crash in New Zealand that an entire 
generation of investors was turned off 
equities. The tragedy is that so many 
sought solace instead in poorly performing 
and illiquid property finance schemes.

There are a couple of lessons from all 
this for investors. Firstly, just as world 
cup winners are hard to predict, there 
is no evidence that you can consistently 
outguess prices and pick which country 
will be the best market performer from 
year to year.

In New Zealand dollars. Source: MSCI country indices (net dividends) for each country listed. Does not include Israel, which MSCI classified as an emerging market prior to May 2010. MSCI 
data © MSCI 2019, all rights reserved. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment; therefore, their performance does not reflect the 
expenses associated with the management of an actual portfolio.

EXHIBIT 1 - EQUITY RETURNS OF DEVELOPED MARKETS
New Zealand (1999-2018)



You can also end up with a handful of 
individual stocks representing a significant 
part of your portfolio, which exposes you 
much more to the idiosyncratic factors 
related to those companies than if you had 
been more diversified. 

Exhibit 2 shows the impact, as of June 
2019, for New Zealand investors with 
60% of their equity allocation in their 

The World Cup of Investing

home market. In this case, a single 
company, a2 Milk, represents 7.5% of the 
portfolio – or more than all the emerging 
markets (China, India, Russia, Korea etc) 
This one company has a greater weight 
in this home-biased portfolio than the 
United Kingdom and Japan together!

But it’s not just a2 Milk. Exhibit 3 
shows that with a 60% home bias to 

The table in Exhibit 1 ranks annual stock 
market performance in NZ dollar terms 
for 22 different global developed markets, 
from highest to lowest, over the past 20 
years. Each country has its own colour 
(NZ is in black). Can you see a predictable 
pattern?

The conclusion is that if you can’t predict 
which country is going to perform best 
from year to year, it’s better to be broadly 
diversified across all of them. That way, 

you are more likely to capture the returns 
wherever they happen to occur.

The second lesson is you need to be 
mindful of how much your international 
portfolio is biased to your home market. 
Remember that NZ accounts for a tiny 
proportion of the global share market, at 
around 0.01% or one tenth of one per cent.

Of course, there are rational reasons for 
having a greater weight to your home 

market than its natural size in global terms 
might demand. These can include tax 
benefits, familiarity with local names, 
and the possible higher costs of investing 
abroad.

But in sticking close to home, you can also 
forfeit the benefits of global diversification, 
such as improving the reliability of 
outcomes and getting exposure to sectors 
either not available or only sparsely 
represented in your domestic market.

New Zealand, just five stocks – a2 Milk, 
Auckland International Airport, Fisher & 
Paykel Healthcare, Spark, and Meridian 
Energy – would account for just under 
30% of your portfolio. That’s more than 
the entire US market or all other countries 
outside NZ and the US.

EXHIBIT 2 - CASE STUDY: HOME BIAS IN NEW ZEALAND
Impact on Concentration: Top Holding

EXHIBIT 3 - CASE STUDY: HOME BIAS IN NEW ZEALAND
Impact on Concentration: Top 5 Holdings

All data as of June 2019. Market Weight Portfolio is MSCI ACWI IMI Index. 60% New Zealand Portfolio is MSCI ACWI IMI rescaled with 60% allocation to New Zealand.

All data as of June 2019. Market Weight Portfolio is MSCI ACWI IMI Index. 60% New Zealand Portfolio is MSCI ACWI IMI rescaled with 60% allocation to New Zealand.
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It isn’t just the stocks that you hold 
through a home bias; it’s also about what 
you’re missing out on. Exhibit 4 compares 
sector exposures with a 60% home bias 
(in blue) compared with a global weighting 
(in green). For instance, a home biased 
portfolio gives you just a 7% allocation 
to technology, compared to 16% in the 
global portfolio.

In other words, a New Zealand investor 
with a strong home bias would have been 
underweight one of the global market’s 
top performing sectors in recent years.

Think of it this way: The All Blacks have 
nearly always fielded great teams, but 
they don’t win the world cup every time. 
Other countries occasionally come to 

All data as of June 2019. Market Weight Portfolio is MSCI ACWI IMI Index. 60% New Zealand Portfolio is MSCI ACWI IMI rescaled with 60% allocation to New Zealand.

the fore, and by all accounts, the 2019 
competition will be among the most 
evenly contested on record.

Likewise, while the NZ share market 
has been a strong performer in recent 
years, history shows there is no pattern 
to country-by-country returns and there 
will be years when the local market lags 
the rest.

NZ is a tiny market in international terms 
and while there are reasons for holding 
a greater weight in your home market 
than its natural weight, too much of a 
domestic bias can leave you with a highly 
concentrated portfolio.

We’ve seen that countries can go from 
top-of-the world to the bottom from 
year-to-year, so it makes sense to 
spread exposure. That way, you are 

better positioned to capture the good 
performance in global markets, where and 
when it occurs.

Being globally diversified also makes you 
less reliant on a handful of local stocks, 
with all the idiosyncratic risks they pose, 
and sets you up to capture the returns of 
other opportunities and sectors that you 
might not find at home.

At the end of the day, while there’s 
no world cup for investing, if there 
were, being globally diversified 
would be the best way to win it.

EXHIBIT 4 - CASE STUDY: HOME BIAS IN NEW ZEALAND
Impact on Concentration: Sectors



Disclaimer

Information contained in this newsletter does not constitute personalised financial advice 
because it does not take into account your individual circumstances or objectives. You 
should carefully consider whether the Synergy investment portfolios are appropriate for 
you, read the applicable offer documentation, and seek appropriate professional advice 
before making any investment decision. 

The information in this newsletter is of a general nature only. Investors should be 
aware that the future performance of the Synergy investment portfolios may differ from 
historic performance. Details are correct as at the date of preparation and are subject to 
change. The investment objectives and strategies of the Synergy investment portfolios 
may change in the future. 

While every care has been taken in its preparation, Consilium NZ Limited (‘Consilium’) 
makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the 
information in this newsletter and does not accept any liability for reliance on it. 

The capital value, performance, principal, and returns of the Synergy investment 
portfolios are not guaranteed or secured in any way by Consilium, or any other person. 
Investments in the Synergy investment portfolios do not represent deposits or other 
liabilities of Consilium and are subject to investment risk, including possible loss of 
income and principal invested. 

Contact us
info@synergyinvestments.co.nz 
www.synergyinvestments.co.nz

Christchurch 
209 Cambridge Terrace 
PO Box 1106 
Christchurch 8140

Auckland 
60 College Hill 
Freeman’s Bay 
Auckland 1011


